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The Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology University of Barcelona (IN2UB) is not responsible for the content (text, image, video and others) captured and published by the public attending the meeting or the use by third parties.

The IN2UB is interested in recording and broadcasting the seminars organized for the purpose of institutional promotion. For this reason, we inform you that your camera and microphone will be disabled at the beginning of the session so that, if you activate one of them during the session, you will be consenting to the recording, its subsequent publication on the IN2UB video channel and its dissemination through the web of the IN2UB in the terms indicated below:

Right of information in relation to the data processing

| Data Controller | General Secretary of the University of Barcelona  
|                 | Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes, 585, 08007 Barcelona 
|                 | secretaria.general@ub.edu |
| Purposes        | Manage the seminar “The Mystery of Hybrid Interfaces and Interface-Dominating Processes - Empirizing Insights through Atomistic Simulations” organized by the IN2UB. Institutional promotion by recording and broadcasting the session for dissemination on the IN2UB video channel and through the IN2UB website. At the beginning of the session, you will be informed if the recording is proceeding. |
| Lawful basis    | Regarding the management of the activity is the fulfilment of a mission carried out in the public interest (Organic Law 6/2001, of December 21, of Universities and Law 1/2003 of February 19, Universities of Catalonia). |
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**Data storage period**
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**Authority of control**
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